China Emergency And Fire Exhibition (CEFE) 2020 By INTERSCHUTZ Announces Event Postponed By A Year Due To COVID-19
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The premiere of CEFE powered by INTERSCHUTZ attracted numerous visitors in Shanghai in 2019. Now the international trade fair was scheduled to kick off with its second edition from 9 to 11 December 2020.

The situation regarding the coronavirus pandemic is such that the platform for fire brigades, rescue services, civil protection and safety/security will not be back for exhibitors and visitors until a year later. The exact date for the event at the Shanghai New International Expo Center (SNIEC) will be announced shortly.
Live demonstrations on advanced technologies

CEFE stands for China Emergency and Fire Exhibition. With live demonstrations, the exhibition aims to connect exhibitors, buyers and other industry representatives from China and abroad for a personal exchange on advanced technologies and equipment products in one place.

CEFE is jointly organized by Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai, National Machinery Industry International Co., Guangzhou Lisheng Exhibition Co. and Guangzhou Haijun MICE Business Co. With CEFE, INTERSCHUTZ organizer Deutsche Messe AG added a new member to its own exhibition network last year. In addition to INTERSCHUTZ in Hanover, this includes REAS powered by INTERSCHUTZ in Italy, AFAC powered by INTERSCHUTZ in Australia and INTERSCHUTZ USA in the State of Pennsylvania.
You may also be interested in...

**The Intersection Of Education And Fire And Security**

Protecting against fire and security risks is an essential aspect of life for people and across all sectors. However, there is an increasing...

**Thermal Cameras and Smart Cities: Preventing COVID-19 in Public Places**

With the pandemic still in full swing and no certainty as to when exactly it will come to an end, the world has been battling anxiety for mo...

**Facial Recognition: Contactless Solutions For A Safe, Post-pandemic Wo...**

Facial recognition technology has come a long way since it first came to market several years ago. Initially plagued with technical challeng...

**What Do You Need To Know About Thermal Imaging Cameras?**

As businesses, schools, hospitals and sporting venues look to safely reopen in a COVID-19 world, thermal imaging systems will play a critica...